AMBASSADOR ’S SMALL GRANTS PROGRAM
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FINAL REPORT

A. GENERAL /ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
1. GREATER WOMEN INITIATIVE FOR HEALTH AND RIGHT
2. Organization’s Address: 7 EDMAC AVENUE EAST WEST ROAD PORTHARCOUT
RIVERS STATE
3. Telephone: 08082432446
4. Project Coordinator: ASEME JOSEPHINE
5. Project title:

6.

Project Grant Agreement Number: SNI01418GR0148

5. Brief Description of Project
United States Ambassador’s Small Grant (ASG) is to strengthen community support systems for
empowerment through education on human rights, provision of monetary support to indigent
victims of Gender Based violence and psychosocial support to victims. The project is also
expected to empower 7 sex workers on different vocational skills in addition, provide
beneficiaries with start-up trade tools at the end of their learning, to give them a source of
livelihood and further train 3 sex workers as paralegals.
6. Location of project including state and LGA: IKWERE, ELEME LGA
7. Dates of the Project Period: December 2018 –July 31th 2019

B. PROJECT INFORMATION
8. Describe the completed activities in detail
project management planning meeting
A project management meeting was held for the final planning for project implementation, the
work plan was looked into, timelines were set and responsibilities were assigned to the project
management teams.
The organization also paid a courtesy visit to Heartland Alliance Rivers state branch, informing
them of the project and further requested for their support which includes availability of condoms
during the human right education cohort’s sessions in various brothels. The organization further
visited Rivers SACA requesting for their support throughout the project phase to enable the
organization achieve the expected project goal

Activity 1: Community dialogue
A one-day community dialogue was held twice in the Greater Women Community Centre for 40
brothel chair ladies from Eleme and Ikwere local government, where the organization informed
them of the ASG grant and the services GWIHR will render under this grant, the director (Miss
Josephine) furthermore she informed them of the skills acquisition opportunity that the grant is
providing for 7 sex workers that is willing and ready to leave the brothel , which the essence was
to enable them earn extra income to support their needs, she further informed them that team will
be coming to access the girls in their various brothels, the chair ladies where asked of better
strategies they believe the organization can deploy in implementing the lined up activities. She
gave them a brief story of her life as a sex workers and how she was able to achieve a behavioral
change through the support of Heartland Alliance International Nigeria. At the end of the meeting
they thanked her for the services they have been receiving so far and said they are grateful and
will continue to work with GWIHR.as the organization have been so helpful over time.
While the second community was done at the 5th month of the project which the essence was to
know the impact of the activities implemented so far and also to strengthen our relationship.
ACTIVITY 2: ADVOCACY
Advocacy visit to Health facility.
The Team conducted an advocacy visit to community friendly hospital emphasizing on the
importance of stigma free service delivery for sex workers. the visit was paid to the head doctor
of SPRING ROSE HOSPITAL, we had discussion on referring victims of violations for medical
services; He stated that the hospital will be glad to offer services for our community members
although they might not be able to provide drugs for victims as the cost of their drugs are
expensive and above our budget. the doctor further linked the organization to a pharmacy (G&G
PHARMACY) where victims can get drugs at a discount rate.
Advocacy visit to Police
GWIHR executive members visited the Police Action Committee on AIDs (PACA) where the
team informed them of the ASG grant and its purpose. The team also spoke to them of the various
violation sex workers face in the state in the hands of some police officers, their clients and
families; and its health implications in regards to HIV/AIDs and access to health care services.
the organization had the discussion with their spokesperson (superintendent Chikere Nudu). the
visit was also to see how GWIHR can collaborate with the police head quarter and ensure that
victims of violation achieve justice. the spokesperson agreed to always support the organization
in making sure that sex workers get best attention when referred. He further assured the team that
he will try his best and educate his team on the need to support sex workers achieve justice when
their rights are violated.
Activity 3: stakeholder’s sensitization meeting
A one-day round table discussion was held with wide range of stakeholders were. we had
representatives from ministry of health, medical doctor’s association, female lawyers, Police
action committee on AIDs(PACA), Doctor without boards, legal practitioner, Rivers State
Agency for the control of Aids(RIV-SACA) Heartland Alliance, brothel owners and chair ladies.
The essence of the meeting was to sensitize the stakeholders on the implication of violence
towards sex workers and how it affects their daily lives, as they are subjected to fear and it further
hinders their access to health care services or even to speak up.
Methodology:

A participatory approach was adopted for this meeting where representatives were asked
questions, clarifications were made and action plans was developed. Slide presentation showing
the victims of physical assault.
Meeting objectives
o Discuss safety plan for sex workers who are victims of violence
o Discuss issues on police raids, client brutality and its implications
o Discuss how security agencies and sex workers can work together for better
community policing
o Develop police reporting channels and points of contacts
o Address issues on referral points
o Have an overview on recorded cases of violation and its implication relating to
HIV
o Have an overview of pictorial evidence of violated victims and health implication
NEXT LINE OF ACTIONS
❖ Itemize and develop an advocacy team by GWIHR to go to PACA, Human Right
Institutions Rivers state chapter, AWLA, FIDA, Ministry of Health and other Health
centers.
❖ Sensitization of Police officers with the integration the Lawyers and Medical personnel.
❖ Through advocacy develop strong network among stakeholders and create reporting
channels as regards to violations.
Activity 5: FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
Focus group discussion was conducted in Eleme and Ikwere LGA for 40 beneficiaries. The
essence of the FGD was to find out the effect of the programs on the community in regards to
structural, behavioral and structural. To also ascertain the community knowledge level on
Human right education that the paralegals conducted and if there are any challenges or better
approach that can be use in educating them during the peer sessions. At the end of the FGD the
beneficiaries jointly agreed that a pamphlet can be developed to enable them go through it
even after the project phase.
Activity 6: Support to indigent victims of violence
Under this grant GWIHR was able to provide monetary support to 18 indigent victims of physical
abuse and other forms of violation, those that were physically assaulted were linked to SPRING
ROSE HOSPITAL and further to the pharmacy that provided them with drugs and other
necessary treatment. While those that were raped were referred to Heartland Alliance and Doctor
without boarders for PEP and further referred to the pharmacy for contraceptive.

Activity 7: paralegal training
A three days non-residential training on paralegal was conducted for 3 community members in
Eleme and Ikwere Local Governments of Rivers State. The 3-day training was to build the
capacity of the community members to become paralegal officer so as to educate FSWs on
human rights and reporting of Gender Based Violence.
Objectives:
At the end of the training, participants were expected: -

●
●
●
●
●
●

To be grounded on the concept of paralegal
To have a consensus on the definition of paralegal
Help visualize the roles of a paralegal officer to their community
Test strategies to better respond to advocacy and networking
Articulate steps to response to cases of violence that needs the attention of a paralegal
officer.
To make community members familiar with the paralegal ethics

Methodology:
The training was facilitated by A legal practitioner – the Executive Director, Programs Officer
and the Monitoring and Evaluation officer, with the Executive Director providing technical
support. Methodologies employed during the training include: Slides presentations, brainstorming
sessions, role plays, group work and plenary presentations, case studies and experience sharing.
Areas of concentration during the days if the training were;
LEGAL AND SOCIAL SECURITY
• Where they learnt that legal insecurity is the assurance that the law will give its
protection to her citizens and social security mean when a government provide for the
needs of her citizens, also a guaranteed right a person has to associate with and mingle
with whoever he or she loves too; giving respect to the provisions of the enabling law
concerning same and with consent of parties.
•

Forms/Types of Insecurity Common amongst Kps
Black-Mail (Demanding Money from People Not to Reveal Information)

•

Extortion (Obtaining Things from People Through Coercion)

•

False Imprisonment (Unlawful Confining Someone to A Place Against Their Will)

•

Lynching/ Mob Attack (When A Group of People Attack Someone to Death; Which Is
Done Without the Permit of the Law)

•

Prolonged Detention and Incarceration

•

Verbal Insults/Irritation/Sexual Harassment/Abuse

How to Prevent Social and Legal Insecurity Among Kps
• Avoid Making Any Form of Advances On People Who Do Not Share Same Orientation
with You.
•

Always Be Inquisitive and Ask Questions About Persons Who Seek to Associate with
You in Any Way.

•

Share Your Thoughts and Emotional Problems with Like Minds

•

Avoid Dark Corners, Streets, Areas or Unknown Destinations When Tagging Along with
Strangers

•

As Much as Possible Avoid Taking Strangers to Your Apartment On the First Date.

•

Should You Take Strangers to Your House, When You Are About to Sleep at Night,
Lock Your Doors and Hold Your Keys; Don’t Leave Your Keys at The Door Post.

●

Avoid Holding Incriminating Items When You Are Mobile

Control Steps to Take Should Legal/Social Insecurity Occur
• At The Earliest Chance Make Calls; Contact Your Friends or Relations Informing Them
About Any Ugly Situation.
•

Never Give in to The Demands of Extortionist/Blackmails; If You Do They Will Always
Come Back.

•

When Confronted with Issues Relating to Lynching Look for Escape Route, run into
Houses, Shops, Police Stations or Places Where Neutral Persons Are Gathered.

•

Always Get in Touch and Seek the Help of a Lawyer Soonest.

•

Never Admit to Any Crime or Offence No Matter the Pressure On You Either from The
Police or Group

•

If Possible Destroy Any or All Evidence That Can Incriminate You in Any Given
Circumstance

●
●

ASSISTING ACCUSED, ARRESTED AND DETAINED PERSONS
Where the facilitator said Arrest is the process of seizing, taking or capturing a person in
order to ask him about a crime he may have or suspected to have committed.
Then detention/detained is When a person arrested is kept in the custody of the police or
other law enforcement agencies either in prison or police cell.

Types of Arrest
1. Arrest with warrant
2. Arrest without warrant
●
●

When Can You Be Arrested?
Who Can Arrest You? Police, Law Enforcement agencies like the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission (EFCC), the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA), DSS,
etc
● When The Police Cannot Arrest
● What to Do When Arrested
Bail
Bail means when you are temporarily released from detention after arrest, pending the
completion of investigation and/or trial.
Types of Bail
1. Police bail
2. Court bail

●
●
●
●

Factors to Consider for Bail
Bail is free
You need a surety
The surety may be required to enter a bond.
Both men and women can stand as sureties

Remedies available to victims of unlawful arrest and detention
● Enforcement of fundamental Human Rights in court of law. The court can grant damages,
apology, bail, order for habeas corpus, mandamus and certiorari
●

Approach National Human Rights Commission. The Commission can also award
damages, conduct public hearing, protect and enforce your rights

NETWORKING & ADVOCACY
Networking is the Act of making contact and exchanging information with other people, groups
and institutions to develop mutually beneficial relationships, establishing contact with other
stakeholders and Building support for one another (groups or individuals)
Various Ways of Networking
❖ conversations

❖ Meet and mingle
Networking Strategies
❖ Identify your purpose
❖ Have a set gaol
❖ Identify the most appropriate network
❖ Determine the method of contact
Advocacy
● Advocacy is Any Act Taken with The Intention of Advancing or Protecting the Interest
of Your Clients.A Paralegal Is an Advocate
Importance of Advocacy
● Gives information to the public - HUMAN RIGHTS Education
●

Create awareness and build support for beliefs – Sensitization

●

Influence policy makers in decision making

●

Persuade government officials to prioritize services

●

Generate support among community members

Approaches in Advocacy
● Involving leaders

●

Working with mass media

●

Building partnership

●

Mobilizing the community groups

●

Capacity building

●

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER BASED VIOLENCE
Sexual Orientation: An inherent or immutable enduring emotional, romantic, sexual or
relational attraction to another person; it may be a same sex/gender orientation, opposite
sex/gender orientation or a bisexual orientation, or asexual orientation. It is not being
confused with sexual preference, which is what a person likes or prefers to do sexually; a
conscious recognition of choice.

●

Gender Identity: a person’s deeply rooted internal sense of their gender, I e being male or
female or both, or something other than female and male. For most person’s gender
identity aligns with assigned sex at birth (cis-gender) or trans-gender

●

Gender is not the same as sex.

●

Gender is the ideas and expectations people have about men and women. These include
ideas about what is considered feminine (characteristics associated with women) and
masculine (characteristics associated with men) and how men and women should behave.

●

A person’s gender is made up of roles, rights, duties, appearance, speech, movement, and
more. Ideas about gender are learned from family, friends, religious leaders,
advertisements, the media, and community leaders.

Gender Based Violence
● Violence directed against a person on the basis of gender and sex.
Gender based violence can include sexual violence, domestic violence, psychological
abuse, sexual exploitation, sexual harassment, harmful traditional practices, economic
deprivation, and discriminatory practices based on gender. The term originally described
violence against women but is now widely understood to include violence targeting
women, trans-persons, men because of how they experience and express their genders
and sexualities
● Most violence against key population members is a manifestation of gender inequality
and discrimination directed at women, or at men and transgender individuals who do
not conform to gender and heterosexual norms, either because of their feminine
appearance or the way they express their sexuality.
Forms of Violence
1. Physical
2. Sexual
3. Psychological

Common types of GBV
● Physical abuse: These include but are not limited to acts of violence such as striking
(with or without an object), hitting, beating, pushing, shoving, shaking, slapping, kicking,
pinching, and burning.
●

Sexual Assault: ANY unwanted sexual act or behavior which is threatening, violent,
forced or coercive and to which a person has not given consent or was not able to give
consent e.g. unwanted kissing or touching, unwanted rough or violent sexual activity,
Rape or attempted rape, refusing to use condoms or restricting someone's access to birth
control, keeping someone from protecting themselves from sexually transmitted
infections (STIs).

●

Psychological abuse: ANY act including detention, isolation, verbal assault, humiliation,
intimidation, in fertilization, or any other treatment which may diminish the sense of
identity, dignity, and self-worth e.g. Isolating, humiliating and denial of the abuse and
blaming of the victim.

●

Threat: statement of an intention to inflict pain, injury, damage, or other hostile action on
someone in vengeance for something done or not done.

●

Blackmail: usually the result of one person somehow obtaining embarrassing
information about another and threatening to disclose it unless some form of payment
(money or favors) is offered.

●

Deprivation of liberty: when kept in a locked ward or in a locked room, or you are not
free to go anywhere without permission or close supervision, and you are usually under
continuous control and supervision. No free access to social and economic amenities like
medical care, jobs, education etc.

Consequences of GBV
● Sexual and Reproductive health: Oftentimes, those experiencing GBV lack the
independence to make decisions about their sexual and reproductive health and they are
more likely to contact HIV and other STIs, experience unplanned pregnancies, undergo
unsafe abortions, become pregnant during adolescence and – if abused during pregnancy
– have low birth weight babies
●

Mental health and behavioral problems: Anger, anxiety, fear, resentment, self-hate,
shame, insecurity, low self-esteem, depression, isolation, sleep disorder, mental illness
and suicidal thoughts, phobia and panic disorder.

●

Physical health: Acute and chronic physical injuries and disabilities, headache, fatigue,
fatal outcome.

Remedies Available to Victims of GBV
● Paralegals intervention
●

Human rights Education

●

Treating all cases of GBV in a confidential and friendly manner, respecting whatever
choice or decision you make. We prioritize safety and immediate comfort / urgent health
and provide Social, Medical, Psychological and Legal Services.

Outputs: ❖ 3 paralegal officers were trained
❖ Participants were grounded on the concept of paralegal
❖ Participants know the definition of paralegal
❖ Participants visualized the roles of a paralegal officer to their community
❖ Participants know the strategies to better respond to advocacy and networking
❖ Participant now know the steps on how to response to cases of violence in the
community as paralegal officers
❖ Participants were equipped with skills to document & report incidences of violence and
other human rights violations
CONCLUSION
The participants have been empowered with the right knowledge and skills on how to act as
paralegal officers, ways to handle Gender Based violence issue and also to properly document
them. Which has improved their confidence in their general lives and uptake of available services
at the community center and the paralegals carried out their job roles effectively.
Activity 8: human right documentation training.
Human right documentation training was conducted for the paralegals and volunteers. the essence
of the training was to introduce the tools used for documenting cases and further put them
through on how to fill the forms. These forms are not limited to incident reporting forms, referral
forms and client incident summary form.
These forms were used throughout the project phase
9. What was the schedule of activities for the project? How many months or weeks did
each phase of the project take to complete?
Provide dates and detail information about the project schedules.
The human right education lasted for 6 months, started February 1st And ended august 31th 2019
The skills empowerment lasted for 6 months which it started from the 4 th of February 2019 and
ended 5th August 2019.
10. What are the specific objectives for this project? Were the original objectives
achieved? Were new objectives formulated during the project which were achieved?
●
●

Improved knowledge of 500 sex workers on human right
Improved access to gender based violence care services

●

Empower 7 sex workers on vocational skills

11. What was the impact of the activity, the extent to which objectives were reached?

The impact of the activities on FSW communities.
The human right education activities had lots of positive impacts, not just in Eleme and Ikwere
LGA but rivers state at large, it brought about the willingness of sex workers coming out to report
cases of violation and also accepting for their pictures to be taken. Prior before now, sex workers
in rivers state don’t allow their pictures to be taken, and fear of the un-know made them not to
report cases as a result of the stigma they face in the hands of some law enforcers and most times
from the brothel owners.
The income generating packages impacted greatly in the lives of the community; most especially
in the lives of those that dedicated their time in making sure they completed the 6 months’ class
as the joy on their faces when given the start-up trade tools were not measureable. It also made
those that never participated realized that they can achieve behavioral change if they dedicate
their time in any opportunity presented to them. About 15 new ones that was not among the
previous short listed persons added their names as part of the persons the beneficiaries will retrain
which serves as one of the project sustainability plan in making sure that the income generating
skills continues.
These action also created an open door for the organization as a representative from the medical
women association volunteered to buy start-up trade tools for 3 beneficiaries that will come out
best among the new ones that will be trained under the sustainability.
Impact of the activities on the stakeholders
After the stakeholders meeting, we noticed lots of positive changes as their commitment in
supporting the sex worker’s human right protection movement increased especially from the
police action committee on Aids department. They respond on every issue that affects sex
workers, they had to dedicated two persons who serves as focal persons that we do call any time
the community needs their help.
It also strengthened our partnership with our stakeholders as they want to engage the organization
in any activity the state wants to carry out, starting from the planning process till the
implementation.

12. What methodologies were used to implement this project? How did these
methodologies enable you to achieve your objectives for the projects?
The methodologies that GWIHR deployed was more of face to face interactions with both the
community members and stakeholders. During the human right education, we used the cohort
settings and reasons for using this method was to enable us bring in human face stories which will
help sex workers share their experience, listen to others and further learn better strategies that can
be used in responding to issues and further give them the opportunity to ask questions and get
possible clarifications.
During the stakeholders meeting the organization did a slide presentation which contains human
stories and pictures of victims that has been physically assaulted both by their clients and some
law enforcement agencies.
For the skills empowerment they organization deployed the services of master trainers who
trained the beneficiaries for six months.
13. What papers or training materials were used?
The materials that was used was slide presentation, pictures, flipchart, human right peer education
manual (this was developed by the organization and a lawyer) excises books, pen and projector

14. How many photos from the activities are you sending with your report (please label
them)? Photos will be attached
12 photos will be attached on this report as some photos have already been sent alongside the
close out ceremony report
15. Are you sending with your report the list of participants with their full names and
addresses? That will be done during the last report.
The names of beneficiaries that benefited from the project was included in the project close out
report
16. Is there a narrative report on your project?
What we had was a brief summary report for each activity which helped us to develop this
particular report and we also submitted the project close out ceremony report
17. What media coverage did your project receive?
Pictures and videos of participants during the start-up trade tools distribution
18. Describe any collaboration with other organizations on the project, and how this
collaboration assisted the project.
As a result of this project success / achievement GWIHR collaborated with State Agency for the
control of Aids, FIDA, Medical women Association, Ministry of health, Police action committee
on Aids, Doctor without borders, Spring Rose Hospital, G&G Pharmacy and Heartland Alliance
Nigeria Rivers state branch. all these above listed stakeholders played a major role that led to the
success of this project both technically & morally. SACA played a major role in ensuring that
the start-up trade tools were given to the right beneficiaries. Furthermore, GWIHR collaborated
with stakeholders such as the brothel owners who played a great role in making sure that the
participants come out during the peer sessions.
Described any problem encountered in achieving the objectives or completing the project
described in your work plan. State how these problems affected the project. Indicate ways
in which you might overcome such problems in future projects.
1)one of greatest challenges we had was from Some of the beneficiaries who dropped at some
point during the IGA learning phase thinking that they will be given a start-up trade tools even
without completing the 6 months course.
Below are the reasons for dropping
Reasons for dropping
•
one make-up beneficiary stopped participating after collecting a Make- up pack worth of
10,000 naira from the master trainer without paying while the other person dropped as a
result of her relocation.
• One hairdressing beneficiary dropped after participating 5 times, as it was alleged she
got pregnant and was never sited throughout the project phase
• One of the beneficiary from the catering services also dropped as she was always
travelling, even after the master offered extra classes she was never present which she
only participated 4 times in the whole 6 months training period.

2) the second challenge we had was from participant during the human right peer education
session where they were demanding for extra incentive such as buckets and refreshments as they
stated that we can’t be giving them condoms alone.

WAYS TO OVERCOME SUCH PROBLES IN FUTURE
1. Although, some of the persons that dropped during the skills learning phase were
replaced but in future as an organization, we would like to enrol more than the number of
persons required
2. we would like to inform them from the beginning that the organization will pick the best
among all based on the available funding and number of participants required.
3. We would also not inform the community members of the start-up trade tools as this will
help us ascertain their level of commitment because we noticed that some of them who
agreed to participated thought that the start-up trade tools will be given to them even if
they don’t complete the 6-month class as far as their name appeared on the list.
4. We might also consider adding incentives such as buckets or sanitary pad for the peer
session for participants pending the available resources
19. How will the organization sustain the momentum or success of this project?
1. Part of the sustainability plans for this project is for GWIHR to ensure that 7 beneficiaries
that benefited from the start-up trade tools train 4 persons each on the various skills.
2. Paralegals shall continue the human right education for community members which
GWIHR will pay their stipends from the resources the organization gathered from the
organization’s Fish pond
3. The organization will leverage on the relationships established during this project with
wide range of stakeholders and ensure that the community still gets legal representation
at any time issues arises that might need a legal attention
4. We will further leverage on our relationship with the PACA and ensure that we sensitize
more police officers on the importance of human right protection of sex workers.
20. List any lessons learned, comments, or observations you have on the project.
●
●
●

sex workers should be treated like every other person in the sense that they should be
given thing based on merit.
That with proper sensitization of the Nigeria police force, their perception about sex
workers will change which will reduce the rate of unlawful arrest and violence
towards sex workers
There is need for activities and interventions to include approaches that will help
reach sex workers through social media

C. PROJECT BENEFICIARIES AND PARTICIPANTS
21. Who benefited or participated in these activities? Please indicate the number of
beneficiaries. Please describe the socio-economic aspects, ethnic group, profession and
association of participants?
Please describe not only the majority of participants but also minority groups (not
just ethnic) who also participated?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7 sex workers benefited from the paralegal training
500 brothel based sex workers benefited from the human right education
60 home based sex workers benefited from the human right education
10 stakeholders benefited from the training
10 sex workers benefited from human right documentation training
18 sex workers who are indigent victims benefited from the project
7 sex workers benefited from the IGA empowerment

22. How are the people who participated or benefited in the project different from those
who you planned to participate?
GWIHR was to reach sex workers in the brothel but we noticed that home based sex workers
were being directed to the organization for services by those that lives in the brothel which
made us to reach more than the number of persons we anticipated. Some of their clients also
benefited as we set to integrate gender into our work, we had some of their client released
from police custody who were victims during the police raids.
23. How did this project benefit these people or improve their socio-economic situation?
The beneficiaries socio economic situation improved through the knowledge they acquired during
the human right education, they were able to stand firm and challenge some of the laws the
brothel owners placed that was affecting them, the ones that benefited from the income
generating skills and start-up trade tools now have another source of generating income which
will help them make informed decision that will further improve their self-confidence and selfesteem.

24. Please describe future projects working with these beneficiaries the organization has
planned.
1. GWIHR intends to introduce fish farming to the beneficiaries as the organization has a
fish pond which serve as one of the sustainability options of generating income for the
organization
2. GWIHR intends to train more people on our DIY craft (throw pillow making, duvet
making, bead making and bed rug making).
3. We intend to enhance our own initiated project titled’’ my dream count’’ which is a
project that gives sex workers the opportunity to share their dreams and aspirations they
had as a girl child before the joined sex work in a closed place with other members and
get referred for possible help/assistance that will help achieve these dreams.

D. PROJECT STAFFING
25. List staff from your organization who were involved in the project, stating name,
position and role in the project.
NAME
POSITION
ROLE
ASEME
EXECUTIVE
OVERSEES
ALL
JOSEPHINE
DIRECTOR
THE ACTIVITIES
PRECIOUS
PROGRAM
SHE IS INCHARGE
NWAFOR
OFFICER
OF
ALL
THE

FOLASADE
TEMIYE
GIWA ZAINAB

PAMILA UDEANYI

FINANCE OFFICER

MONITORING
AND
EVALUATION
OFFICER

PROGRAME
ACTIVITIES
INCHARGE OF THE
ORGANISATION
FINANCIAL
TRACTIONS AND
RETIREMNTS
MAKES
SURE
THAT OUR DATAS
ARE IN TACT AND
ALSO MAKE SURE
THAT WE ARE
FOLLOWING THE
REQUIREMENT OF
THE DONOR

26. List the names and qualification of the resource persons who worked on the project,
the work produced or performed and additional information about their involvement
in the project.

27. Describe any changes in your project staff or resource persons from the time you
submitted your grant application.
There were no changes

E. PROJECT MONITORING AND EVALUATION
28. How did this project contribute to the fight against HIV/AIDS in Nigeria and to care
and support for Key Populations?
During this project phase, beneficiaries were provided with HIV testing services, those that
experienced rape were further referred for PEP and other additional services. The awareness
created on their right to access health care services provided the beneficiaries the opportunity
to seek for treatment when necessary which all these enhanced HIV services delivery among
these sub group.
29. How did you monitor the activities related to this project? Please describe your
monitoring procedure in detail.
The organization did Monitoring and supervision on weekly basis to ensure that activities are on
track. These were done by the Executive Director, Program officer and the Monitoring and
Evaluation officer, we monitored the para legal officers mostly as they conduct cohort session
with the community members on human rights. we also monitored the beneficiaries who were
being trained on vocational skills by master trainers; as well as follow up on reported cases to
ensure victims were linked to appropriate care.

30. What type of project evaluation did you perform? What were the findings from the
written evaluation of project activities? Attach the forms. If not done, explain why.
The organization evaluation was done using the focus group approach were we had the
persons that participated in the previous community dialogue and necessary indicators were
used based on number of sex workers who were reached with human right education, that
understood their rights and can enforce it and number of sex workers who were trained on
different income generating skills and are ready to exit the brothel.
From the findings we realized that the confidence of 75% of those reached with human right
education increased, while 25% were still scared to speak up, and the reasons of being scared
to speak up, was narrowed down to self-stigmatization which as an organization we realized
that, there is need for continues sensitization and awareness on implication of self-stigma to
the community.

31. State how you measured reaching project objectives.
1. We measured it using the findings from the baseline assessment that was conducted
during the beginning of the project based on the knowledge level of sex workers on
human right and percentage of those who knows their right. and the percentage of
those that understand their right and how to enforce it after the human right education
throughout the project phase.
2. For the IGA we measured it based on the number of persons that participated and
their knowledge level before they were enrolled and number of persons that
completed the six months’ course and their knowledge level after the six months.
32. Who participated in the evaluation and on what dates? Submit any reports evaluating
your project with this form.
One representative from SACA, the Executive Director, Program Officer, M&E Officer and one
board member of GWIHR
F. PROJECT INDICATORS
33. What indicators were used to evaluate the project? What were the findings? Are they
the same as those noted at the conception of the project, as stated in the grantapplication? What other indicators might be used to assess impact?
GWIHR used the indicators stated at the conception of the project, these includes and not
limited to number of sex workers reached with human right education; number of sex
workers referred for PEP, number of indigent victims of violence supported, number of
cases reported, number of community dialogue and focus group discussion held and number
of stakeholders who participated in the meeting.
34. If IEC materials were produced as part of the project, please provide the number and
type of materials produced and distributed. Explain how they were distributed and to
whom?

7 Human right education manual were developed and it was distributed to the paralegal
officers
500 sex workers know your right pamphlet were developed and was distributed to sex
workers that were reached with human right education
35. If equipment or materials were purchased as part of the project, include make and
serial numbers. Explain how they are being used and how staff-training needs is being
met.
None
FUNDING
36. List any funding from other international donors or other sources. Please list all of the
items funded for this project.
Heartland alliance provided us with condoms and lubricant
Rivers SACA provided us with technical support and condoms
37. List any funding your organization contributed or services you gave in-kind to the
project.
We provided human resources throughout the project
We developed human right education manual
We developed sex workers know your right pamphlet
38. Attach a summary of the Expenditures made against the budget using the prescribed
form.
Find attached financial report

39. Pictures of the project

Human right education cohort sessions

CATERING STUDENTS

Community dialogue

STAHOLDERS MEETING

MAKEUP STTUDENTS

PARA LEGAL TRAINING

Hair dressing students

